Erythrocyte membrane-biointerfaced spherical nucleic acids: Robust performance for microRNA quantification.
Direct and absolute analysis of microRNAs (miRNAs) in complex media (e.g., human serum) is still a big challenge due to the issues with off-analyte absorption, low sensitivity and specificity. In this work, we have fabricated the erythrocyte membrane-biointerfaced spherical nucleic acids (EMSNAs) for miRNA assay, which not only enables tailor-engineered signal amplification but also exhibits anti-interference property. As a consequence, it is possible to achieve a single-step quantification of miRNAs in complex media without the process of enzymatic amplification, which can vastly simplify the detection procedure. Experimental results reveal that the assay permits ultrasensitive quantification of miR-141, with a limit of detection down to 33.9 aM, and show a high selectivity for discriminating miR-200 family members. More importantly, the assay enables robust miRNA analysis in human serum and can accurately differentiate lung cancer patients and prostate cancer patients from healthy donors. Its performance may satisfy the requirements for direct, rapid, sensitive and specific early diagnosis of cancer, signifying its great potential in clinical diagnostics.